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Abstract
After-sales maintenance services can be a very profitable source of incomes for original equipment manufacturers
(OEM) due to the increasing interest of assets’ users on performance-based contracts. However, when it concerns the
product value-adding process, OEM have traditionally been more focused on improving their production processes,
rather than on complementing their products by offering after-sales services; consequently leading to difficulties in
offering them efficiently. Furthermore, both due to the high uncertainty of the assets’ behaviour and the inherent
challenges of managing the maintenance process (e.g. maintenance strategy to be followed or resources to be
deployed), it is complex to make business out of the provision of after-sales services. With the aim of helping the
business and maintenance decision makers at this point, this paper proposes a framework for optimising the incomes
of after-sales maintenance services through: 1) implementing advanced multi-objective opportunistic maintenance
strategies that sistematically consider the assets’ operational context in order to perform preventive maintenance during
most favourable conditions, 2) considering the specific OEMs’ and users’ needs, and 3) assessing both internal and
external uncertainties that might condition the after-sales services’ success. The developed case study for the wind
energy sector demonstrates the suitability of the presented framework for optimising the after-sales services.

Keywords
After-Sales Services, Life Cycle Cost, Uncertainty Assessment, Dynamic Opportunistic Maintenance, Multi-Objective
Optimisation, Wind Energy Sector

1 Introduction

After-sales service is fast becoming a key instrument in the
relationship between the Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEM) and the assets users. In general, assets users are
more frequently asking for such services, and the OEMs
are willing to satisfy them due to the several benefits that
they are able to obtain, such as: recurrent stream of revenues
generated throughout the life cycle of the assets, which
usually exceeds the profit margins of new equipment sales1;
extra value added to sold equipment, used as a competitive
differentiator2; increase of the assets users’ satisfaction and
loyalty3,4, etc.

Accordingly, many OEMs have already successfully
integrated the after-sales services within their business,
having transformed it in a business core2. Nevertheless,
some others, such as machinery fabrication companies, have
traditionally been more focused on new equipment design
and sale rather than on offering after-sales services to their
clients; having now difficulties in properly deploying such
services5.

The main problems when defining the after-sales services
arise when the key factors that drive the system performance
have to be identified and their influence on operational
availability has to be meassured6. Furthermore, there are
several uncertainty sources that have to be dealt with during
the after-sales services deployment, such as cost or repair
processes, which make it difficult to guarantee a determined
service level and a price for providing it7,8.

In this context, the development of maintenance models
plays a key role, since they enable to calculate the quality
of the after-sales service (through reliability, availability and
maintainability analysis), and the cost associated to that
service (through life cycle cost (LCC) analysis); allowing
to find a trade-off between the service level to be offered
and its price. Moreover, when such maintenance models are
developed, the impact of uncertainty sources can also be
meassured, accurately providing the decision-maker with the
necessary information to anticipate the risks to be handled
within the after-sales service contracting. Accordingly, the
after-sales service success and the satisfaction of every
stakeholder involved in the contract will be fostered.

To the best of the authors knowledge, there is not previous
research that 1) categorises the uncertainty sources to be
dealt within the after-sales services, 2) analytically derives
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Figure 1. Proposed approach (figures are shown in detail during the paper)

their impact in terms of both the after-sales service level
and its profitability and 3) provides managerial insights
illustrated through a numerical experiment based on real-
field data, enriching its practitioning approach.

Therefore, it is the aim of this paper to address these
specific issues, for which different steps have been taken,
classified into 3 main phases (see Figure 1):

1. Problem definition. Within this phase the maintenance
problem is defined, identifying the maintenance
constraints for deploying the after-sales service and
the main objectives of both the OEM and the asset
user. Likewise, the maintenance policy to be followed
during the after-sales service is established and the
main uncertainty sources are identified.

2. Simulation-based optimisation. Simulation techniques
are used in order to handle the several stochastic
processes to be born within the after-sales maintenance
services and to evaluate the different strategies9,10.
Since both the interests of OEM and assets
users should be met by the defined after-sales
maintenance services, a multi-objective metaheuristic
is implemented for finding the efficient frontier
of the service level vs cost curve (non-dominated
optimal maintenance strategies), in a simulation-based
optimisation approach11.

3. After-sales Service optimisation. Before offering the
after-sales service, the asset users are characterised
and their requirements are identified. Based on the
two previous phases and with the aid of a sensitivity
analysis, the impact of uncertainty sources on the after-
sales service is analyzed, in order to be able to assess
the economical risk of the after-sales service to be
offered.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 a brief
summary of the literature is performed. Section 3 addresses
the uncertainty impact and assessment on the after-sales
service. In section 4 the system model for managing the
after-sales services in the wind energy sector is developed.
In section 5 the computational results based on real field
data are shown. Finally, section 6 summarizes the main

conclusions of the research and establishes future research
lines.

2 State of the art
The present work is associated with multiple literatures,
but the three most directly related literatures are on after-
sales services, uncertainty assessment and maintenance
optimisation models (specifically applied to the wind
energy).

2.1 After-sales services

To date, the literature has distinguished two different types
of after-sales services6,7: material contract and Performance
Based Contracting (PBC). While under a material contract
the asset users pay to the OEM the services related to the
maintenance activity (i.e. spare parts or labour time), under
the PBC a service level of the assets is ensured by the OEM
at the asset user site.

Traditionally the most traditional service agreements have
been related to material contracts. However, the paradigm
is currently changing to PBC, due to the interest of assets
users on the availability of their systems, rather than on the
resources used for maintaining them7. Therefore, on this
new context, the asset users will explicitly define the service
level that they require, and the OEMs will determine how
to fulfill that requirement13, e.g. defining their after-sales
maintenance strategy.

The most widely used PBC payment forms can be
classified as fixed or variable price:

1. Fixed payment method. There are two basic ap-
proaches according to the uncertainty related to the
sold asset14: fixed price, where the OEM assumes all
the risk of the contract (asset with lower uncertainty),
and cost plus fixed price, where the risk is assumed
by the asset user (asset with higher uncertainty). In
both cases, the OEMs will prefer to minimize the LCC
of the commited service in order to maximize their
profits15.

2. Variable payment methods. The OEMs will be
awarded if certain goals related to the service level are
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Figure 2. Uncertainty framework for after-sales services, adapted from 12

achieved. Thus, OEMs will be focused on maximizing
both their interests and the asset users’ interests16.

In wind power industry, maintenance activities are usually
performed by the OEM under a material contract, which
implies lucrative revenues for the OEM. Nevertheless, such
contract model generates financial pressures on the wind
farmers and does not ensure the OEMs’ efforts on improving
their assets’ reliability, which suggests that a change of
paradigm to PBC will be given14. Under a PBC, the
asset users would be able to focus on their core business
(delivering reliable and clean energy), while the OEMs
would keep longer service agreement14.

2.2 Uncertainty assessment

There are plenty of uncertainty sources that might condition
the after-sales service, jeopardising its success, and thus,
the OEMs’ profits and assets ussers’ service level7. These
uncertainty sources might be classified in endogenous, when
the OEM has influence over the uncertainty source to
a greater extent (technology, data quality, system model
accuracy, etc.), and exogenous, when there is lesser influence
over them (political and cultural context)17.

Both endogenous and exogenous uncertainties should
be considered within the uncertainty analysis. However,
the decision-makers’ efforts should be rather focused on
minimising the formers12 in order to reduce the risk of the
after-sales service deployment; understanding the risk as the
effect of uncertainty impact on OEMs’ and assets users’
objectives18.

Generally, these uncertainties, which are quantified
through statistical analysis and confidence or tolerance
intervals19,20, should be assessed in industrial practice at
different levels12 (see Figure 2):

1. The system model, which aims to numerically describe
the real industrial problem and obtain some outputs
(variables of interest) according both to fixed and
uncertain inputs (developed in Section 4).

2. Uncertainty sources, which might appear both in the
inputs parameters and in the system model, and will
propagate the uncertainty until the output (respectively
studied in Sections 3 and 5).

3. Actions related to the decision making process
regarding the feedback process based on the analysis
of the uncertainty impact on the quantities of interest
(see Section 5).

Likewise, the general goals when assessing them can be
classified in12: to understand the influence of uncertainty
on model in order to improve the decision making-process;
to accredit a certain level for accepting the use of a
model; to compare relative performance and select the best
maintenance policy or operation of the system; and to
comply or demonstrate that a certain criterion is met.

For the present research, the main goals will be related to
identify and assess the main uncertainty sources related with
the after-sales services, mainly generated by the maintenance
processes and strategies adopted7. Therefore, it will be
possible to meassure the risk of the different after-sales
services to be deployed, comparing them and selecting the
most appropriate one. Likewise, as a further result, the
decision-maker will be able to rank the uncertainty sources,
and thereby guide their decisions in order to reduce them.

2.3 Maintenance optimisation models

As stated, in order to succesfully structure the after-sales
service, it is necessary to develop adequate maintenance
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Table 1. Nomenclature and Acronyms definition

Nomenclature
LCC Life Cycle Cost

LP Loss of Power

OF Objective Function

WF Wind Farm

WT Wind Turbine

FM Failure Mode

CM Corrective Maintenance

PM Preventive Maintenance

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer

AU Asset user

TTF Time To Failure

MT Maintenance Team

vt Average wind speed in period t

GPt Generated Power in period t

RP Rated Power of the WT

Rik(V A) Reliability of system i and FM k at virtual age VA

SRTikj Fixed Reliability Threshold for applying perfect or

imperfect PM j on system i and FM k

SRTikjt System Reliability Threshold in period t for applying

perfect or imperfect PM j system i and FM k

DRTik Fixed Dispatch Reliability Threshold

DRTikt Dispatch Reliability Threshold in period t

V Wind speed threshold for determining reliability

thresholds variation

p Periods of time considered for wind speed forecasting

wik Reactivity weight

K Number of FM considered for each system

J Levels of PM types considered for each FM

GRP Generalized Renewal Process

V Ahikt Virtual age associated to FM k in system i in WT h in

period t

↵ik Weibull scale parameter of FM k of system i

�ik Weibull shape parameter of FM k of system i

q
pr
ikj Restoration factor of j PM level on system i for FM k

q
c
ik Restoration factor of CM on system i for FM k

NT Number of MTs

c
c
ik Cost of tools and materials needed for performing CM

of FM k in system i

c
pr
ikj Cost of tools and materials needed for performing PM j

of FM k in system i

c
team Cost of MT

c
et Extra time cost

c
disp cost of maintenance dispatch

c
na cost of No Availability or opportunity cost

c
p Penalty cost due to unplanned maintenance

m
c
ik Maintainability of CM for FM k in system i

m
pr
ik Maintainability of PM for FM k in system i

C Capacity of each MT (in hours)

NT
max Maximum number of MTs

T Maximum iteration periods

models that find the efficient frontier of the service quality
vs cost curve2.

Wang’s comprehensive review21 about the maintenance
optimisation models classifies them into two main cate-
gories: single-unit systems and multiple-unit systems. In
both cases, the maintenance decision making process relies
on the usual indicators, such as, assets’ age, reliability, num-
ber of failures, etc. However, the formers tend to overlook the
fact that the assets are very complex, consisting of several
systems and subsystems, which can present economical,
structural or stochastic dependences among them that con-
dition the maintenance performance (see22).

In this context, multiple-unit maintenance policies,
which consider such dependencies, enable to find more
suitable maintenance solutions21. Accordingly, there has
been a growing interest in the utilisation, modelling and
optimisation of such maintenance policies.

It is the case of opportunistic maintenance, which due to
its capacity for including short term information in order
to improve maintenance performance23, has been widely
researched lately24. According to Ba et al. 25, the short term
information included within the opportunistic maintenance
can be both regarding internal, e.g.. assets dependences, and
external factors, e.g. production schedule. In the specific
context of the after-sales service offer, external factors play
a key role, since beyond the dependences among the assets,
the needs of the assets users should be continuously regarded
within the maintenance decision making process.

On the particular case of the wind energy sector,
opportunistic maintenance policies have been widely
researched as well, mainly favoured by the economical
dependences among the wind turbines26. Nevertheless, to

date, researches on opportunistic maintenance in the wind
energy sector have been mainly related to the internal factors,
rather than to external factors: redundancies27, condition
monitoring systems26,28,29, multi-level maintenance30,31, etc.

Therefore, on this specific research, the novel dynamic
opportunistic maintenance prosposed by the authors has
been adopted, since it enables to consider both internal and
external factors, more suitable for the after-sales service
context.

3 Uncertainty assessment on the
after-sales service

In order to be able to manage the several uncertainty sources
that might jeopardize the success of the afer-sales service
deployment, the framework for assessing the uncertainty in
industrial practices proposed by Rocquigny et al. 12 has been
adopted and particularised for this specific application in
Figure 2.

In the particular case of the after-sales services, the
propagation and impact of the uncertainty sources in the
variables of interest should have a double perspective, since
the output of the model should consider both the OEMs’
and the asset users’ interests, which could respectively be
the minimization of service cost and minimization of service
disruptions (see Figure 2).

Figure 3 illustrates the impact that the uncertainty sources
might have in practice: whereas the model should give
an after-sales strategy that optimises both the OEMs and
the assets users interests (non-dominated solution), in the
practice, this solution will not be so accurate -due to the
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(a) Uncertainty influence on OEM s’ and Asset Users’ Interests (b) Service Appeal for the asset user VS Risk of the after-sales service
success

Figure 3. Uncertainty impact on the after-sales service

uncertainty sources-, being probable to provide a final output
that does not meet stakeholders’ interests.

Accordingly, the uncertainty might lead to different
scenarios depending on the output variables results: both
the OEM and the asset user are satisfied, neither of them
are satisfied, or only one of them is satisfied (see Figure
3a). Since every stake has to be satisfied by the after-sales
service in order to consider it successfull, it is essential to
meassure the impact of the uncertainty sources within the
interest variables; otherwise the success of the after-sales
service will be jeopardised. This impact, which in Figure 3
has been represented through the diameter of the circle, can
be meassured by analyzing the joint probability distribution
function of the interest variables (see Figure 2).

The OEM should be aware of this uncertainty impact
within the definition of the after-sales service, in order to
search an scenario where both the OEM and the asset user
are satisfied. In fact, decisions very conservative from the
OEM perspective (higher service cost, lower service level)
might lead to an after-sales service less appealing for the
asset users, and viceversa (see Figure 3b). Thus a trade-off
should be found between offering an appealing service for
the assets users and a successfull after-sales service.

Furthermore, once the OEM is able to quantify the
uncertainty impact, they will be able to rank the uncertainty
sources according to their impact on the variables of
interest through sensitivity analysis. Consequently, they
will be able to focus their research efforts on reducing
these uncertainties and their impact, specially regarding the
endogenous uncertainties, and offering more appealing and
less risky after-sales services in the future.

4 System model for managing after-sales
services in the wind energy sector

On this section, the whole system for managing the after-
sales service in the wind energy sector is modelled, defining
the specific problem, maintenance policy to be followed,

deriving the analytical formulation of OEMs and asset users
quantities of interest and the optimisation problem.

4.1 Problem definition

The wind farm (WF) consists of H wind turbines (WTs) of
similar characteristics that have N critical systems connected
in series. Each system might fail in k different failure modes
(FMs) classified according to their severity (k = 1,2,...,K),
for which in case of failure, k corrective maintenance (CM)
will be performed. Likewise, prior to a failure occurrence,
systems can undergo different preventive maintenance (PM)
levels, either perfect or imperfect (j = 1,2,...,J).

When the PM activity restores the system to an operational
condition worse than the new one but better than just before
the maintenance task is performed, it will be considered an
imperfect action. However, if the PM restores the system
to an operational condition as good as the new one, i.e.
replacement, it will be considered a perfect action (see32

for further information). Accordingly, in this research j = J
is considered a perfect repair and j = 1 the most imperfect
repair.

Among the several studies that have investigated the
restoration effect of maintenance (see32), the Generalized
Renewal Process (GRP) proposed by Yañez et al. 33 is
specifically utilised in the present problem. The GRP
provides flexibility for modelling both the behaviour of the
systems before failures and the quality of repairs during the
different life stages of the systems by the definition of two
main concepts (see Eq.1):

• Rejuvenation parameter (qij = [0, 1]), which is asso-
ciated to the efficiency of the restoration effect of
the maintenance activity j on the system i (q = 0 for
the most imperfect maintenance and q = 1 for perfect
maintenance)

• Virtual age (V A), which identifies the system’s age
after being repaired, and thus, it’s reliability.
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V Anew

i
= V Aold

i
(1� qij) (1)

Accordingly, after an imperfect repair, failure probability
distribution conditioned to the survival of the new virtual
age is calculated through Eq.2. Due to the suitability of
the Weibull distribution when modelling the WTs’ systems’
reliability34,35, Eq.2 has been ad hoc particularized in Eq.3
according to the scale (↵ik) and shape parameters (�ik) that
define the Weibull distribution for each FM k of system i (the
reader is addressed to33 for further information):

F (t|V Anew

i
) = P [Tij  t|Tij > V Anew

i
]

=
F (t)� F (V Anew

i
)

1� F (V Anew

i
)

(2)

R (t|V Anew

hik
) = 1� F (t|V Anew

hik
)

= exp

"✓
V Anew

hik

↵ik

◆�ik

�
✓

t

↵ik

◆�ik
#

(3)

Likewise, both fixed and variable maintenance costs
are considered in the problem. According to the formers,
performing any maintenance implies a relevant dispatch cost
(cdisp), a material cost (cc

ik
, cpr

ik
), an opportunity cost (cna)

in terms of not produced energy, a penalty cost (cp) in case
a failure hinders the distribution of commited energy, and an
extra cost (cet) regarding outsourced maintenance activities
if there are not own resources available for performing CM.
In fact, own human resources, which consist of a number of
maintenance teams (NTmax) with a certain capacity (C), are
considered to be the main fixed cost (cteam). Both own and
outsourced resources will directly depend on the required
time to repair the systems, according to the maintainability
of each FM (mc

ik
, mpr

ik
).

Finally, without loss of generality, some assumptions have
been made for the problem formulation:

1. Degradation processes of the systems are considered
independent from each other and they are associated
to the operation time (ageing systems, with increasing
failure rate).

2. Data pooling procedure has been followed for
performing the reliability analysis, since the fleet
of WTs within a WF can be considered identical
according to the coupling factors proposed by
Stamatelato et al. 36

3. Reliability of the FMs follows the Weibull distribution,
with scale parameter ↵ and shape parameter �.

4. Maintenance activities should be finished during the
period of time in which they are started.

5. A maintenance dispatch is considered per period of
time, where several maintenance teams (MTs) can be
dispatched.

6. PM is assumed to be less resource-consuming than
CM.

7. WF maintenance managers make decisions in discrete
time and frequently37.

4.2 Dynamic opportunistic maintenance policy

In this study, the dynamic opportunistic maintenance policy
proposed by the authors38 is followed, since it enables to
consider within the maintenance decision making process
short term information regarding both internal and external
factors, through the economic dependency among the
WTs39,40 and their specific operational context respectively.
To this aim, the maintenance decision making process relies
on two different dynamic reliability thresholds levels, which
will release the maintenance activities based on the reliability
of the FMs (see Figure 4):

• Dispatch reliability threshold (DRTikt): it determines
whether a maintenance team should be preventively
dispatched to the WF for performing PM, ensuring a
minimum reliability for each FM and system.

• System reliability threshold (SRTikjt): once a
maintenance team has been dispatched to the WF, it
determines whether PM level j should be performed
during period t for preventing FM k of system i.

The novelty of the dynamic maintenance policy remains
on systematically considering the operational context of the
assets, dynamically recalculating the reliability thresholds’
value in order to release the maintenance activities during
most suitable operational contexts. In the particular case of
the wind energy case study, there are several reasons for
trying to avoid the performance of PM during high wind
speed periods:1) WTs must be stopped during PM, 2) the
profits of the WF are directly related to the wind speed41 and
3) maintenance activities should be released during low wind
speed periods for workers’ safety42.

Accordingly, the dynamic maintenance policy proposed is
focused on fostering the PM activities’ release during low
wind speed periods by increasing the reliability thresholds;
and on the contrary during high wind speed periods,
where PM activities’ release is hindered by decreasing
the reliability thresholds. Therefore, usually two conflicting
objectives to be born in the wind energy sector are
achieved43: to reduce the wind energy power losses while
reducing the total maintenance cost.

In order to define the thresholds variation with regards to
the specific operational context, it will be determined by the
following factors (see Eq.4-6):

1. Wind speed threshold (V ): determines if the reliability
threshold should be decreased or increased by
analyzing the forecasted wind speed for the next p
periods; if the mean of forecasted wind speed is above
V the threshold will be decreased in order to hinder
PM, and on the contrary if it is below V (Eq.6).

2. Generated power (GPt) and reactivity weight (wik):
determine the gradient of the reliability thresholds,
being directly proportional to the difference between
the generated power at each time period (GPt) and the
rated power of WTs (RP ) (Eq.4,5).

SRTikjt = SRTikj

+ (2Wt � 1) · SRTikj · wik · ( RP

GPt +RP ·Wt

)(2Wt�1)

(4)
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(a) Decision-making structure for the dispatch of the maintenance teams

(b) Decision-making structure for performing PM. Example with 3 PM levels per FM

Figure 4. Decision-making structure for the dynamic opportunistic maintenance model

DRTikt = DRTik

+ (2Wt � 1) ·DRTik · wik · ( RP

GPt +RP ·Wt

)(2Wt�1)

(5)

Wt =

(
1
P

t+p

l=t

vl
p
 V

0
P

t+p

l=t

vl
p
> V

(6)

4.3 LCC and LP analysis

In order to make profits from the after-sales service, the
OEMs should be able to accurately estimate both the
whole LCC of their assets and the service level that they
are able to offer to the assets’ users, concerning among
others: reliability, availability and maintainability (RAM).
Accordingly, the main costs to be born in the wind energy
sector regarding maintenance and after-sales service, i.e.
CM, PM, dispatch and human resources costs, and the
offered service level, through the energy-based availability,
have been analitycally derived in this Subsection.

According to the CM and PM cost (see Eq.7 and Eq.8
respectively), material and tools requirements

⇣
cc
ik
, cpr

ikj

⌘

and costs due to non availability caused by maintenance have
been considered, according to the downtimes

⇣
mc

ik
,mpr

ikj

⌘

and the non-generated power during the maintenance period
(GPt), modelled as in Karki and Patel41. Whereas in the CM
a penalty cost should be considered for commited but not
provided power (cp), in the PM the unique cost associated to
the non-available periods is the opportunity cost of not being
producing energy (cna). As in other reviewed studies44,45,
the cost of imperfect maintenance has been associated to the
restoration factor of the maintenance activity (q).

zhikt·
h
cc
ik
· (qc

ik
)2 +mc

ik
·GPt · (cna + cp)

i
(7)

yhikjt·

cpr
ikj

·
⇣
qpr
ikj

⌘2
+mpr

ikj
·GPt · cna

�
(8)

Likewise, every time that maintenance has to be
performed, a maintenance team should be dispatched to the
WF (Eq.9), which implies a cost

�
cdisp

�
. Accordingly,

a number of maintenance teams (NT ) will be internally
hired at a cost (cteam) by the company in order to perform
maintenance. However, if a failure happens and there are no
own maintenance teams available for maintenance, external
resources (ETt) should be hired at an extra cost (cet)(Eq.10).

(�t + ✓t) · cdisp (9)

ETt · cet +NT · cteam (10)

Thereby, considering the long term nature of the LCC
analysis, for which the cost has to be properly updated to
present value according to the interest rate (ka), the LCC
can be defined as follows (Eq.11).

LCC (DRTik,SRTikj) =

"
X

t

(�t + ✓t) · cdisp

X

h

X

i

X

k

X

t

zhikt
h
cc
ik
(qc

ik
)2 +mc

ik
·GPt (c

na + cp)
i
+

X

h

X

i

X

k

X

j

X

t

yhikjt


cpr
ikj

⇣
qpr
ikj

⌘2
+mpr

ikj
·GPt · cna

�

X

t

ETt · cet +
X

t

NT · cteam
#

·(1 + ka)
�t (11)

As stated, the OEM should as well be aware of the
service level that is able to provide at the mentioned cost.
Particularly, in the wind energy sector the service level can
be meassured according to the lost power (LP)46 (Eq.12).
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Table 2. Intermediate Binary variables utilised in the model

zhikt =

8
><

>:

1 if CM k is performed in system i of WT h in

period t

0 otherwise

✓t =

(
1 if aMT is correctively dispatched toWF in period t

0 otherwise

yhikjt =

8
><

>:

1 if PM j is performed inFM k of system i

of WT h in period t

0 otherwise

�t =

(
1 if aMT is preventively dispatched toWF in period t

0 otherwise

LP =
X

t

GPt·

 
X

h

X

i

X

k

mc

ik
· zhikt+

X

h

X

i

X

k

X

j

mpr

ikj
· yhikjt

1

A (12)

4.4 Dynamic opportunistic maintenance

optimisation model

The general mathematical formulation of the considered
dynamic OM policy (see Figure 4 ) will take the following
form, considering the DRT and SRT modelling (Eq.15-17);
only a maintenance per WT at a time Eq.18); and the overal
long term maintenance strategy performance according to
LCC (Eq.11) and Lost Power (LP) (Eq.14):

OFOEM = Minimize LCC(X) (13)

OFAU = Minimize LP (X) (14)

S.T.

0  DRTik  SRTik1  ...  SRTikj 
 ...  SRTikJ  1 i✏I, k✏K, j✏J ; t✏T (15)

0  wik  1 i✏I, k✏K (16)

0  DRTikt  SRTik1t  ...  SRTikjt 
 ...  SRTikJt  1 i✏I, k✏K, j✏J ; t✏T (17)

X

j

yhikjt + zhikt  1h✏H, i✏I, k✏K, t✏T (18)

zhikt, yhikjt✏ {0, 1} h✏H, i✏I, k✏K, t✏T,8j = 1, 2

4.5 Multi-objective Simulation-based

Optimisation: NSGA II

Several stochastic processes have to be born within the
maintenance model, such as failure occurrence, repair
processes and weather conditions; which difficults to
analitically solve the presented maintenance problem30,44.
Thus, in order to accuratelly evaluate the different

maintenance strategies and find optimal solutions, most
of the problem has been firstly analitically derived,
and secondly implemented in simulation techniques, as
commonly done in other researches31,44,47.

Particularly, an agent-based simulation has been modelled
due to its suitability to handle engineering problems with
multi-agent systems48, such as the wind energy sector. The
simulation process modelled can be summarized in 6 main
steps (see Figure 5):

Figure 5. Simulation process for LCC and Energy-based
availability evaluation

Step 1. In the simulation initialization the parameters
needed for the selection of the maintenance policy and the
solution of the maintenance problem are specified. On the
one hand, the formers will determine the after-sales service
management, namely: reliability and wind speed thresholds,
number of maintenance teams, etc. On the other hand, the
latters will condition the maintenance solution that are not
under the influence of the decision-maker, such as: FMs’
failure and maintainability distributions or costs related to
maintenance.

Step 2. The simulation clock and virtual age of each FM
of the systems are updated, identifying their new reliability
according to their age (Eq.3). Likewise, the dynamic
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reliability thresholds are updated according to the wind speed
prediction (Eq.4-6).

Step 3. If a failure happens a MT is preventively
dispatched to the wind farm to perform CM. If there are not
own resources available, maintenance should be outsourced
at an extra cost. After restoring the FM, the virtual age of
the system is updated and the new time to failure (TTF )
is calculated through the Inverse Transform Technique49,
according to Eq.19, in which R is uniformly distributed
between [0,1) (adopted from44).

TTFhik = ↵ik

"✓
V Ahik

↵ik

◆�ik

� ln (1�R)

# 1
�ik

� V Ahik

(19)

When there is not a failure in the WF, whether a MT should
be preventively dispatched to the WF should be decided,
according to DRTikt (Eq.4). In the case a preventive
dispatch of a MT is not needed, it should be analysed whether
it is the maximum iteration period or not.

Step 4. PM decision is made according to the reliability
thresholds SRTikjt (Eq.5) and the available capacity of own
resources. Virtual age of the repaired FMs is updated (Eq.3)
and the new time to failure (TTFhik) is calculated (Eq.19).

Step 5. LCC and Energy-based availability are updated.
If the actual period is equal to the maximum iteration period,
step 6 is followed. Otherwise, steps 2,3, 4 and 5 are repeated.

Step 6. The total expected LCC and the av-
erage energy-based availability are calculated for the
established opportunistic maintenance policy, LCC =
f [SRTikj , DRTik, wik, V, p,MT ].

In order to find an optimal set of dynamic reliability
thresholds, and since in the after-sales service a trade-off
between OEMs’ and asset users’ objectives should be found,
the well known multi-objective metaheuristic NSGA II50

has been implemented for the simulation-based optimisation.
The NSGA II has already been used for solving several
maintenance problems11,51 due to the high quality non-
dominated solutions and the diversity on the Pareto front that
it provides52.

Figure 6. NSGA II procedure adopted from 50

Figure 6 illustrates the general procedure of NSGA II,
which is based on building a population of competing

individuals, ranking and sorting each individual according
to their nondomination level and creating a new pool of
offsprings through Evolutionary Operations. Then, parents
and offsprings are combined before partitioning the new
combined pool into fronts. The diversity of the population
is ensured through the called crowding distance, which
evaluates how far is each solution from its neighbours in the
front50,53.

5 Wind Energy case study

5.1 Wind farm profile

It is considered the case in which the OEM installs a new
WF consisting of 50 WTs (H = 50) of a rated power of 1,67
megawatt (MW); and the after-sales service will be based on
a PBC during the whole life cycle of the assets.

For each WT the 4 most critical systems are considered
(N= 4), regarding both their reliability and the consequences
of their failures, according to the data available for the study.
These 4 systems are: blades, gearbox, yaw system and
pitch system. For each system three independent FMs are
analyzed (K = 3). Particularly, k = 1 FMs of each system
are assigned to sensors’ false alarms, so they do not have
material requirements nor need of field-maintenance. The
systems can also undergo two different PM levels (J = 2)
associated to the FMs (k = 2,3), with a restoration factor
associated to the maintenance routine (qpr

ik1= 0.75 and qpr
ik2=

1) (see30).
The access cost to the WF is assumed to be 5000C, own

resources 800C/day per maintenance team, extra resources
250C/hr per maintenance team, the total opportunity cost
105C/MWh, the penalization cost 35C/MWh, the interest
rate 5% and the lead time to the WF one hour. Finally,
the cost for the materials and the maintainability of PM has
been set a 30% lower than for CM. Further information about
material cost for the WT under study can be found on Martin-
Tretton et al. 54.

Real wind data has been utilised in order to feed the
simulation and obtain as much realistic scenarios as possible.
The wind turbines cut-in, cut-out and rated speeds are
respectively assumed to be 3 m/s, 25 m/s and 13 m/s.

5.2 Optimisation Results and Discussion

20 different optimal after-sales maintenance strategies
have been found through the previous multi-objective
optimisation. Nevertheless, 4 different strategies have been
selected in order to 1) illustrate their usefulness for properly
deploying an after-sales service, 2) measure the uncertainty
propagation and its consequences and 3) offer a successful
PBC. (The reader can address the results in Table 3 and the
decision variables in Table 5 within Appendix A).

As stated in Subsection 3, due to the several stochastic
processes that have to be handled within the after-sales
services7 such as failure events, there is an inherent
uncertainty in the system model that cannot be avoided.
These system uncertainties imply variability in the results of
the model and a deviation from the optimal solution, which
is represented in the sensitivity analysis shown in figure 7.

If an statistical analysis is performed to meassure the
uncertainty propagation to the quantities of interest, the
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OEMs’ Quantity of Interest: LCC (C) Asset-Ussers’ Quantity of Interest: LP (MWh)

Mean St L,CI95mean U,CI95mean FU,CI = 0.95 Mean St L,CI95mean U,CI95mean FU,CI = 0.95

S. 18 61,7 E6 780 808 61,5 E6 61,9 E6 63,1 E6 51955 3461 51218 52693 58386
S. 0 63,1 E6 687 105 62,9 E6 63,2 E6 64,4 E6 51680 3215 50999 52361 57650
S. 7 64,5 E6 687 806 64,3 E6 64,6 E6 65,8 E6 50377 2741 49800 50955 55465

S. 11 64, 9 E6 652 858 64,8 E6 65,1 E6 66,1 E6 46732 2839 46134 47330 52001

Table 3. Confidence Intervals for OEMs’ and Asset-Ussers’ Quantities of Interest

Figure 7. Sensitivity analysis for meassuring optimal results
uncertainty provoked by the system model

decision maker will be able to assess the risk that implies
following a certain maintenance strategy, and thus, manage
them12. Moreover, the decision-maker will be able to
decide whether they should be more or less cautious when
establishing the cost and the service level of the after-sales
service.

These results are shown in Table 3, where the mean (with
lower and upper confidence intervals (CI)), the standard
deviation and the accumulated probability of providing a
successful service the 95% of the times are analyzed. As
an example, following the maintenance strategy defined in
Solution 7 (S.7), if the life cycle PBC was priced at 65,8 E6
euros and the service level was established at 55465 MWh
(during the 20 years of the life cycle), only 5% of the times
would be either the OEM or the asset-user dissatisfied. If the
price and the service level were offered at mean values, or
without considering the impact of uncertainty sources, there
would be a high probability of not providing the commited
service level (implying high penalizations) or to exceed
the maintenance cost, jeopardizing the after-sales service
success.

Therefore, according to the requirements of each asset-
user regarding both service-level and cost, the after-sales
service decision maker should define the maintenance
strategy to be followed (attending to the optimal solutions),
and the price and the service level to be offered (attending to
the statistical analysis of the uncertainty).

Furthermore, as defined in Section 3, uncertainty sources
of the input variables can also condition the success of the
deployed service. Likewise, this impact should be quantified
and managed as well. With the purpose of analyzing such
impact, the uncertainty on the time to repair efficiency has

been measured, since it might be conditioned by several
factors: problems in the spare parts supply chain, workers’
efficiency, maintenance processes design, etc.

The density graphs in Figure 8 confirm how the greater
the uncertainty level, the greater the variability on the results
of the after-sales service. Thus, if the statistical analysis
is performed (see Table 4), it can be noticed that in order
to provide an after-sales service within the 95% confidence
level, its quality will considerably decrease, specially in the
asset-user quantity of interest where the commited service-
level should be decreased in more than a 23%. Therefore,
the greater the uncertainty sources the less appealing service
and PCB that the OEM will be able to offer.

Consequently, and regarding the feedback process shown
in Figure 2, the after-sales service decision makers should
focus their efforts on improving the after-sales inputs (e.g.
repair processes efficiency) and reducing the endogenous
sources of uncertainty that condition them. In fact, if an
investment is performed for improving the efficiency on the
time to repair, benefits with regards to the offered service
level is considerably improved (Figure 9).

Such investments will have both a qualitative benefit
for the OEM, in terms of offered service level and good
corporate image ensuring and enhancing the sales of new
assets in the future, and in quantitative terms, due to the saved
maintenance cost and the greater price of the PBC. Since
these improvements benefit the asset-users as well, variable
payment methods are usually established, where both the
OEM and the asset-users increase their profits.

6 Concluding remarks

After-sales services can be a great source of benefits
for OEMs. However, OEMs have usually difficulties
in properly defining the after-sales service due to the
several factors that have to be considered, such as:
services’ targets, maintenance policy definition, maintenance
strategy optimisation, etc. Furthermore, there are multiple
uncertainty sources that might condition the performance
of the after-sales services, which are both related to input
variables uncertainty and the developed system model itself.
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Figure 8. The impact of uncertainty in the time to repair efficiency

OEMs’ Quantity of Interest LCC (Euro) Asset-Ussers’ Quantity of Interest LP (MWh)

U,CI95mean St FU,CI = 0.95 �% Mean St FU,CI = 0.95 �%

63,2 E6 687 105 64,4 E6 - 48354 3833 54659 -
63,0 1 100 646 64,8 E6 0,6 49719 4921 57814 5,77
62,9 1 517 755 65,4 E6 1,55 49481 7865 62419 14,2
63,0 2 102 454 66,4 E6 3,1 50097 10789 67418 23,34

Table 4. Confidence Intervals for OEMs’ and Asset-Ussers’ Quantities of Interest given an uncertainty in the time to repair
efficiency

Figure 9. Impact of improving time to repair efficiency on the
offered service level

Therefore, the present paper provides methodologycal
insights for properly categorising the impact of the
uncertainty sources and offering successful after-sales
service performance-based contracts. To this aim, the whole
system modelling is covered, from the maintenance problem
modelling to the after-sales service definition, illustrating it
for the wind-energy case study.

The results obtained demonstrate that when these
uncertainty sources are not suitably identified and quantified,
there is a high risk of both not being able to provide the
offered service level and exceeding the cost of the service;
consequently, turning the after-sales services into a loss
source instead of an incomes source.

Future efforts will focus on how the uncertainty provoked
by random inputs that directly affect the after-sales service
should be addressed. Likewise, further research might
concentrate on the development of a more generic system
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modelling allowing to manage the after-sales maintenance
service regardless the sector under study.
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Appendix A
Numerical experiments illustrated through the paper corre-
spond to the following solutions.
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Gearbox

Sol. SRT121 SRT122 DRT12 w12 SRT131 SRT132 DRT13 w13 MT p V

S. 0 0.86 0.42 0.35 0.60 0.98 0.61 0.24 0.99 2 4 0.5
S. 7 0.77 0.43 0.40 0.76 0.76 0.47 0.03 0.34 3 5 0.5

S. 11 0.84 0.44 0.15 0.56 0.98 0.43 0.05 0.34 3 4 1
S. 18 0.85 0.56 0.03 0.51 0.74 0.38 0.25 0.13 2 3 0.5

Pitch

Sol. SRT221 SRT222 DRT22 w22 SRT231 SRT232 DRT23 w23

S. 0 0.82 0.61 0.44 0.39 0.98 0.65 0.48 0.22
S. 7 0.93 0.65 0.08 0.80 0.98 0.62 0.05 0.2

S. 11 0.96 0.67 0.30 0.66 0.98 0.70 0.33 0.44
S. 18 0.96 0.59 0.38 0.4 0.97 0.62 0.45 0.16

Yaw

Sol. SRT321 SRT322 DRT32 w32 SRT331 SRT332 DRT33 w33

S. 0 0.79 0.62 0.10 0.31 0.93 0.16 0.01 0.49
S. 7 0.92 0.26 0.10 0.95 0.93 0.40 0.10 0.96

S. 11 0.90 0.68 0.12 0.83 0.93 0.71 0.16 0.60
S. 18 0.79 0.51 0.725 0.33 0.94 0.73 0.09 0.37

Blades

Sol. SRT421 SRT422 DRT42 w42 SRT431 SRT432 DRT43 w43

S. 0 0.95 0.49 0.27 0.68 0.92 0.39 0.05 0.54
S. 7 0.91 0.50 0.43 0.53 0.88 0.62 0.23 0.37

S. 11 0.91 0.56 0.35 0.15 0.86 0.37 0.14 0.46
S. 18 0.92 0.54 0.01 0.49 0.84 0.30 0.09 0.01

Table 5. Confidence Intervals for OEMs’ and Asset-Ussers’ Quantities of Interest
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